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STOFLEXYL MESHD WATERPROOFING
150mm MIN. ABOVE & BELOW STAIRS
WITH 50mm MIN. PAST STOTHERM EPS
FLEXYLED PLINTH

STOTHERM 80mm EPS PLINTH PANELS ADHERED WITH
STOFLEXYL MORTAR

SELECTED CONCRETE
BLOCK WALL

APPLY STOFLEXYL MESHD BAND ON
CONC. BLOCKS 150mm MIN. ABOVE AND 150mm
BELOW STAIRS BEFORE BOXING - APPLY
STOFLEXYL MESH, 50mm MIN. PAST STOTHERM
EPS PLINTH PANEL BEFORE RENDERING

STOFLEXYL WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE ON
- WALL CAPS, PARAPETS, BALUSTRADE TOPS
- JOINERY OPENING REBATES INCLUDING INSULATION
- STAIRS AND ITEMS BUTTING INTO OR ONTO MASONRY
  WALLS
- FOUNDATIONS
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